
18-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-64
MO $184 $206 $228 $273 $473
MS $332 $377 $421 $510 $910
MC $322 $364 $407 $491 $871
MF $476 $540 $605 $734 $1314

18-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-64
MO $177 $200 $207 $245 $425
MS $320 $365 $380 $455 $815
MC $310 $353 $367 $438 $780
MF $458 $523 $545 $653 $1175

18-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-64
MO $162 $185 $192 $230 $402
MS $290 $335 $350 $425 $770
MC $282 $324 $339 $410 $738
MF $414 $479 $501 $610 $1110

18-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-64
MO $147 $158 $173 $210 $368
MS $260 $281 $311 $386 $701
MC $253 $273 $302 $373 $672
MF $371 $401 $445 $553 $1010

18-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-64
MO $116 $138 $151 $170 $297
MS $198 $241 $268 $305 $559
MC $194 $236 $260 $296 $537
MF $281 $344 $382 $437 $804

$5,000 IUA

SEDERA ACCESS - Tier 3 Preferred Pricing with DPC for Individuals
Association / Membership Solution

$500 IUA

$1,000 IUA

$1,500 IUA

$2,500 IUA

* IUA stands for Initial Unshareable Amount which is the amount a 
member pays on a per Need or Incident basis before sharing through 
the community begins.  Sedera Households with one or more tobacco 
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MO - Member Only
MS - Member+Spouse MC - Member+Child(ren) MF - Member+Family

            
            

           
users contribute an additional $75.00 per month.

If the member who is a tobacco user is over the age of 50, then Medical 
Needs for that Member are limited to $25,000 for each of the following 
four disease categories: Cancer, Heart  conditions, COPD and Stroke. 

See Section 8.A. of the Sedera ACCESS Guidelines for more 
information.  The prices above are for Health Care Sharing and its 

related Member Services and do not include any costs related to a MEC 
type plan or funding for an Health Savings Account (HSA), Health 

Reimbursement Account
(HRA), or Flexible Spending Account (FSA).
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